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Introduction
1900 Marie Curie: “les rayons alpha sont des projectiles materiels susceptibles de 
perdre de leur vitesse en traversant la matiere”.

1913 Bohr: Unified analysis of stopping of charged particles in matter. Nuclear and 
electronic stopping.

1930s Bethe and Bloch: Stopping of fast particles in a quantised electron plasma.

1940s Stopping of fission fragments - partially stripped heavy ions, Thomas-Fermi 
atom. Scaling to H stopping values.

1954 Lindhard: full non-relativistic treatment of particle interactions with a free-
electron gas.

1963 Lindhard, Scharff Schiott (LSS): Unified approach to stopping and range, over 
the entire range of atomic species

1960s Numerical methods, Hartree-Fock atoms.

1980-2009 Ziegler, Biersack, Littmark (ZBL): Vast amounts of experimental data 
integrated in semi-empirical data-base. Ion implantation, Ion beam analysis.



Energy loss of ions in matter
Basic concepts
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units e.g. MeV/mm, eV/μm

often called stopping power

Stopping cross section ε ε = (1/N)(dE/dx) or ε = (1/ρ)(dE/dx)
N: volume density ρ : mass density 

units e.g. eV/1015 at/cm2
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Elemental targets vs. mixtures and compounds

εAB = mεA + nεB

Bragg rule very often used

Pretty good for metallic compounds

Deviations can be around 10-20% for oxides, nitrides, etc

Measured molecular stopping power may have to be used



Stopping powers – printed compilations
Littmark and Ziegler (1980)
Ziegler (1977, 1980)
Janni (1982)
Ziegler et al. (1985)
Hubert et al. (1990)
Berger and Paul (1995)
ICRU report 49 (1993)
Paul and Schinner (2003)
Ziegler (2004)
ICRU report 73 (2005)

Whaling (1958)
Northcliffe and Schilling (1970)
Johnson and Gibbons (1970)
Bichsel (1972)
Brice (1975)
Ziegler and Chu (1974)
Gibbons et al. (1975)
Winterbon (1975)
Andersen and Ziegler (1977)
Hubert et al. (1980)

Stopping powers – web compilations
SRIM (J.F. Ziegler):
http://www.srim.org/

Stopping Power for Light Ions (H. Paul):
http://www.exphys.uni-linz.ac.at/stopping/



Stopping powers – computer programs

ASTAR and PSTAR (M.J. Berger, J.S. Coursey, M.A. Zucker, J. Chang): 
http://www.exphys.uni-linz.ac.at/stopping/

ATIMA  (H. Geissel, C. Scheidenberger, P. Malzacher, J. Kunzendorf, H. 
Weick):

http://www-linux.gsi.de/~weick/atima/
CASP (P.L. Grande and G. Schiwietz): 

http://www.hmi.de/people/schiwietz/casp.html
GEANT4 (Geant4 collaboration):
http://geant4.web.cern.ch/geant4/

MSTAR (H.Paul and A.Schinner):
http://www.exphys.uni-linz.ac.at/stopping/

SRIM (J.F. Ziegler):
http://www.srim.org/



Energy loss of ions in matter
Nuclear and electronic stopping

Nuclear stopping

v: ion velocity  /ev 2
0 = : Bohr velocity electron in innermost orbit of H atom

From many small-angle scattering collisions 
of projectile with nuclei of target. Elastic 
interaction between two free particles (down 
to ∼ 10 eV of chemical binding).

εn

Dominates at v<<vo. The projectile is neutralised and carries its 
electrons. Electric interaction is minimised and elastic collisions with 
the target nuclei dominate the energy loss.

ε+ε=ε en
ignores correlations, which are averaged over many collisions



Energy loss of ions in matter
Calculation of nuclear stopping

Interaction potential VVVVVV akeeennn ++++=

Vnn: electrostatic interaction between the two nuclei
Vee: pure electrostatic interaction between the electron distributions
Ven: between nucleus and electron distribution
Vk: increase in kinetic energy of electrons in overlap region due to 

Pauli excitation
Va: increase in exchange energy of electrons in overlap region

VVVV eeennnc ++= :Coulombic contribution

We shall omit quantum-mechanical effects and polarisation



Energy loss of ions in matter
Calculation of nuclear stopping
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Totally degenerate free electron gas: change in 
kinetic energy  in the region of electronic overlap:

Pauli principle: partial electron depletion in vicinity of each electron. 
Lower local electron density lowers energy of the system:



Energy loss of ions in matter
Calculation of nuclear stopping

Interatomic screening function
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Energy loss of ions in matter
Calculation of nuclear stopping



Energy loss of ions in matter
Calculation of nuclear stopping

From the universal screening function a analytical expression for the 
nuclear stopping power can be derived
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is the reduced energy

is the reduced nuclear stopping



Energy loss of ions in matter
Calculation of nuclear stopping



Energy loss of ions in matter
Electronic stopping εe From “frictional resistance” of electron clouds

1) Direct kinetic energy transfer to target electrons, mainly e-e collisions
2) Excitation or ionisation of target atoms: promotion of strongly bound 

target electrons.
3) Excitation of band or conduction electrons: promotion of weakly 

bound or localised target electrons.
4) Excitation, ionisation, or electron-capture of the projectile.

vZtov0.1v 0
2/3
10≈

vv 0>>

Low energies: LS: Ev 1/2
e ∝∝ε

High energies: Bethe-Bloch: )Mf(E/)eZ(ZN 1
2

1
2

2e =ε

Intermediate energies: Ion is partially stripped. Effective charge



Energy loss of ions in matter
Low energies

Lindhard-Scharff: non-relativistic many-body self-consistent treatment of 
a free electron gas at zero temperature and of initial constant density on a 
fixed uniform positive background, perturbed by a charged particle.

high electron vlow electron v

For a given electron density 
there is a maximum in ε for a 
given projectile velocity.



Energy loss of ions in matter
High energies

Bethe-Bloch: Relativistic particle interacting with an isolated atom of 
harmonic oscillators. First Born approximation. Require that ion velocity 
be much greater than that of bound electrons (v0).

)Mf(E/)eZ(ZN 1
2
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2e =ε

Intermediate energies
Remember Bethe-Bloch:

Use an effective charge )Z,(Z)Z(v,Z 212
*
1 vγ=

Heavy ion scaling rule
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Projectiles a and b with same 
velocity in a given medium:

Scale to proton stopping:
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Energy loss of ions in matter
Effective charge

1000 MeV/u Au 69+

Fit to all He/H data available



Energy loss of ions in matter



Energy loss of ions in matter

Silicon Mylar

Bragg rule
Chemical effects 1nm

nm BAAB

=+
ε+ε=ε



Energy loss of ions in matter



Energy loss of ions in matter

7%

5%

1985. Agreement 
improved since then!



SRIM today www.srim.org

Lulu Press Co. http://www.lulu.com/content/1524197



SRIM today: H and He in everything



SRIM today: Li and Cl in everything



SRIM today: H and He in Si



SRIM today: Li and HI in Si



Statistical analysis of accuracy
by Helmut Paul: H in solids

-0.2 ± 7.7-0.1 ± 0.6-0.6 ± 3.8-0.9 ± 6.80.6 ± 114.8 ± 13SRIM 2003 

0.1 ± 7.90.0 ± 0.5-0.2 ± 4.1-0.7 ± 7.10.8 ± 115.8 ± 12ICRU 49 
(p+a star)

-2.0 ± 9.50.3 ± 2.1-0.3 ± 4.2-3.0 ± 7.8-1.2 ± 12-7.0 ± 24ZBL 85

0.2 ± 8.4-0.2 ± 0.5-0.9 ± 3.7-1.1 ± 7.32.1 ± 1111.7 ± 12J 82

-1.9 ± 8.9-0.7 ± 0.6-1.1 ± 3.9-3.4 ± 8.3-1.2 ± 125.5 ± 12AZ 77
5224196115623931272207No. of points

0.001 - 10010 - 1001 - 100.1 - 1.00.01 - 0.10.001 - 0.01E/A1 (MeV)

Table B1. Mean normalized difference Δ ± σ (in %) for H ions in 17 solid elements 
(these are the solid elements covered by ICRU 49)



Statistical analysis of accuracy
by Helmut Paul: He in solids

1.7 ± 7.30.2 ± 0.9-0.1 ± 3.30.5 ± 5.43.5 ± 7.810.2 ± 21SRIM 2003 

1.1 ± 7.60.9 ± 0.90.5 ± 3.40.2 ± 5.72.6 ± 7.94.9 ± 24ICRU 

2.0 ± 8.30.8 ± 2.4-0.5 ± 3.50.7 ± 5.83.5 ± 8.119 ± 24
ZBL 85 

2.0 ± 8.10.5 ± 1.00.1 ± 3.30.5 ± 5.64.8 ± 8.46.1 ± 25Z 77 

298911332161094294
No. of points

0 - 10010 - 1001 - 100.1 - 1.00.01 - 0.10 - 0.01E/A1 (MeV)

Table B3. Mean normalized difference Δ ± σ (in %) for He ions in 16 elemental solids
(These are the solid elements covered by ICRU 49)



Statistical analysis of accuracy
by Helmut Paul: H in gases

-0.1 ± 3.80.2 ± 0.3-0.2 ± 1.6-0.4 ± 3.6-0.1 ± 4.71.7 ± 4.9SRIM 2003 

-1.0 ± 4.1-0.2 ± 0.5-0.8 ± 1.6-1.2 ± 3.7-1.1 ± 5.0-0.7 ± 6.5ICRU

7.6 ± 13-1.0 ± 0.5-1.1 ± 1.70.4 ± 6.822 ± 1123 ± 13ZBL 85

0.4 ± 4.73.2 ± 0.60.9 ± 3.20.5 ± 3.9-0.1 ± 4.6-1.1 ± 9.4J 82 

-1.2 ± 4.3-0.1 ± 0.3-0.3 ± 2.0-1.8 ± 4.2-1.1 ± 5.1-1.2 ± 6.5AZ 77

129411303535329116No. of points

0.001 - 10010 - 1001 - 100.1 - 1.00.01 - 0.10.001 - 0.01E/A1 (MeV)

Table B2. Mean normalized difference Δ ± σ (in %) for H ions in all elemental gases except 
F, Cl, Rn



Statistical analysis of accuracy
by Helmut Paul: He in gases

0.1 ± 3.0-0.2 ± 1.10.3 ± 3.2-0.1 ± 3.2-5.4 ± 6.1SRIM 2003 

0.1 ± 3.30.5 ± 1.20.3 ± 3.6-1.4 ± 3.50.5 ± 6.8ICRU 

2.4 ± 4.6-0.7 ± 1.53.2 ± 4.32.6 ± 5.77.2 ± 13ZBL 85 

0.7 ± 3.31.6 ± 2.21.0 ± 3.3-1.6 ± 3.6-0.5 ± 6.0Z 77 

10602056691815No. of points

0 - 101 - 100.1 - 1.00.01 - 0.10 - 0.01E/A1 (MeV)

Table B4. Mean normalized difference Δ ± σ (in %) for He ions in all elemental gases 
except F, Cl, Rn



Statistical analysis of accuracy
by Helmut Paul: HI from Li to Ar in solids

-6.9 ± 13-0.8 ± 1.9-0.8 ± 3.0-3.0 ± 6.6-6.8 ± 12 -11.4 ± 20ICRU 73

-0.3 ± 7.4-0.1 ± 1.6-1.6 ± 2.9-0.3 ± 5.6-0.9 ± 7.01.3 ± 9.7SRIM 2003.26

0.8 ± 7.60.7 ± 1.40.1 ± 2.20.8 ± 5.50.1 ± 7.32.5 ± 9.9MSTAR v.3, mode 
b 

629911175126234521399No. of points

0.025-1000100-100010 - 1001 - 100.1- 10.025 - 0.1E/A1 (MeV)

Table D1. Mean normalized difference Δ ± σ (in %) for ions from 3Li to 18Ar in the elemental 
solids covered by ICRU 73.



Stopping in compounds



Energy loss of ions in matter
Channelled stopping



Straggling

The slowing down of a particle beam is accompanied by a spreading 
of the beam energy, due to statistical fluctuations in the number of 
collision processes and energy transferred in each one.

Bohr Model
• Distribution is Gaussian when the energy transfers to target 
electrons in individual collisions are small compared to the width of 
the energy loss distribution. This fails for thick targets, where the total 
energy loss during penetration exceeds ≈ 25%.

• In the high velocity limit, the energy loss is dominated by electronic 
excitations and straggling is almost independent of projectile velocity. 
In the Gaussian distribution regime Bohr derived for the variance of 
the average energy loss:
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Basic concept



Straggling
Corrections to Bohr model, other models

Lindhard and Scharff: correction for low ion velocities
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Chu: Hartree-Fock-Slater model of electron density, leads to a further 
correction to the Bohr model.

Compounds and mixtures: Linear additivity approach

Heavy ions: Charge exchange is important. Use Bohr model with 
Chu correction, plus the effective charge scaling approach, plus
correlation effects between nuclear and electronic stopping
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Straggling

Calculations for light ions: better than 10%
For heavy ions: 20-30% is often reported



Conclusions
SRIM is generally fine

Care is needed for compounds

Care is needed for heavy ions

Care is needed even for H and He

For high accuracy work, need to check the
stopping power used!

May need to use experimental stopping




